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I have heard an experienced numismatist express an
opinion that this coin should be assigned to some Satrap
of JEolis, on account of the cock type of the reverse,
which is similar to that of one of the coins that has been
attributed by the Due de Luynes to Mania, the petty
governor of ^Eolis under the great satrap Pharnabazus.
It may perhaps seem presumptuous in me tor doubt the
correctness of the Due de Luynes's attribution of the coins
with the legend AAP to Mania.1 I have only lately had
an opportunity of seeing his valuable work on the coins
of the Persian satraps., a book which for the last ten
years I have tried in vain to purchase. After seeing the
engravings, I venture to suggest that the coins in ques-
tion may belong to Derdas, or Dardes, Prince of Elymiotis
in Southern Macedonia. I base my doubts about Mania
on the fact that she was the governor of the inland Molis,
and that the town of Dardanus on the sea-coast did not
belong to her, but to Athens. The legend AAP, there-
fore, could not have been used either by herself or by her
husband Zenis. I base my proposed attribution on the
fact that Derdas, or Dardes, was a contemporary of
Amyntas II. of Maeedon, whose coins bear the same
horseman with the Macedonian hat as on No. 2 of the
Due de Luynes's Plate. They have also the same con-
tracted form of name, AMYNT being used for AMYNTOY,
just as I suppose in the present instance AAP has been
used for AAPAOY.
The name of Sophytes is not a Greek one; and as the
only two known specimens of his coins were both found
in the Punjab, I think that there are strong grounds for
1 La Numismatique des Satrapies et de la PMnicie sous 10s
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